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A little about me...
● Multi business owner
● 10 years in sales, sales leadership and 

customer growth management
● Inc magazine featured customer growth 

Author
● Helped clients uncover more than $250 

million in new and undiscovered existing 
customer sales.

● Masters in behavioural psychology
● Most interviewed customer growth and 

relationship specialist in Europe
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IA GROUP CUSTOMERS
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Around the world...There is 
a recognised but 
unchallenged reality that 
holds organisations back 
from achieving more with 
their best customers. 
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84% of account plans are 
not achieved every 
year...

..source: Elsevier Research



76% of sales leaders 
believe they should be 
getting up to 25% more 
from their existing 
customers...

..source: Rain Group



ACCOUNT PLANS! 
DON’T WORK...



Why they fail...

● Clarity

● Commodity

● Complexity

● Context



R.A.S MOMENTS
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WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?
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Dell Technologies
“Dell Account Management Teams 
with playbooks were shown to 
produce up to $1 million more in 
customer revenue than those 
account managers who didn’t…”

Source: Dell Sales Academy - 
Thorsten Stiller



AGENDA



Customer Playbook

● Challenge Assumptions

● Influence the journey

● Map Opportunity

● Set effective goals

● Define the kernel strategy 

● Build KAM super teams



BEFORE WE BEGIN!



Workbook!
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PLAYBOOK ONE: 
ASSUMPTIONS

To know what to change 
to gain greater results 
with your customers, 
you must understand 

what change is needed.



GARY KLEIN...
”One of the greatest barriers to 
insight is holding on to a flawed 
assumption. But these assumptions 
are usually unconscious. We don't 
even know we're making them. So 
they're difficult to spot and to 
correct.”

Gary Klein - Research Psychologist



ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE 
MEANS TO DRIVE GREATER 
VALUE WITH CUSTOMERS 
BEGINS WITH A SHIFT IN 
PERSPECTIVE BEFORE A 

SHIFT IN ACTIVITY….



What do you know?

What don’t you know?

What do you need to know?

BUSINESS

MARKET
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WHAT DO WE DO WITH 
THESE ASSUMPTIONS?



ASK
What are the 3-5 most 
important questions you should 
be asking your customers in 
your next 
meeting/conversation?

STOP
What are the 2-3 things that do 
not contribute to the outcome 
delivering for you and your 
client?

START
What are the 3-5 most 
important actions or 
activities you should start 
from this week?

CHANGE
What are the 2-3 
things that may 
need to change to 
make the outcome 
possible to achieve?



Workbook!
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NOTES:

ASSUMPTIONS

What do you know about your customers that impacts how you might work with them?

What don’t you know about your customers that might impact how you work with them?

What do you need to know about your customers that might impact they way you work with them?
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PLAYBOOK TWO: 
JOURNEY

Understanding where 
your client is in their 

journey with you, 
determines how much 
influence you have in 

their future.



IDENTIFY THE JOURNEY
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WHAT IS A CUSTOMER MAP?



IA GROUP...
“Visualisation of a customers, 
objectives, needs, feelings and 
barriers throughout your relationship 
with them... ”



GETTING RESULTS NOT GETTING BETTER
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Start

Where are they today?

Objectives, needs, feelings and 
barriers...



IA GROUP...
“We don’t celebrate met expectations 
we judge against them and celebrate 
surprise because it’s so rare”



Workbook!
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NOTES:

CUSTOMER JOURNEY NEEDS TODAY NEEDS TOMORROW NEEDS UNKNOWN

Where is your customer today?

Objectives: What is the outcome 
they want today?

Feelings: What emotions do you 
need to acknowledge or manage?

Needs: What do they need from you?

Goals: What do you need to achieve 
first?

What is the best next step?
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PLAYBOOK THREE:
GROWTH MAPPING
Growth is dependant on 

your ability to 
determine the natural 

next step for the 
customer.



Identifying the Red, 
White and Blue areas of 
your customer to unlock 
it’s real potential
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Anything that might 
prevent you deepening 
trust, delivering for your 
client, gain influence and 
in your current customer 

opportunities.

Known 
opportunities

New 
undiscovered

Identified
Risks

Growth
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Four Common Risks...

● R1: Risk of personal gain/loss 
= What’s in it for me?

● R2: Risk of external perception 
= What will people say/think?

● R3: Risk of future result
= Will I regret this later?

● R4: Risk of present cost 
= What will this actually take?



Current services, 
opportunities, 

upsells that are 
known to you and 

your client but 
unexplored

Known 
opportunities

New 
undiscovered

Identified
Risks

Growth
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Opportunity Questions

● What is the outcome highly valued 
and sought after by your contact, 
their department and their 
superiors? 

● Based on that information What 
would be the natural next step for a 
client in their journey with you 
today? 



Opportunities unknown 
to you and your client 
that could significantly 
accelerate your results 

together.

Known 
opportunitiesNew 

undiscovered

Identified
Risks

Growth
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IA GROUP...
“Significant growth with your 
customers will rarely come through 
more of the obvious. It happens in the 
undiscovered insight available to you 
and unknown to your customers...”



BECOME THE CVO!



Chief Value Officer...

● You get sent to who you sound like

● You get access to the level of 
problem you solve

● You must solve profitable problems



Workbook!
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NOTES:

GROWTH MAPPING

Risks: 
What’s in it for me? What will people think? Will I regret this later? What will this actually take?

Known:
What is the natural next step for the customer based on current known opportunities to serve?

Unknown:
What insight do you have about your customer today that they don't have?
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PLAYBOOK FOUR:
GOALS

To point your resources 
in the right direction, 
you must know why 

what you’re doing 
matters and the 
expected result.



WHAT ARE THE TOP THREE 
GOALS FOR YOUR 

CUSTOMER THIS YEAR?



Consider Your Goals

● Do the goals help you achieve what 
you want most with your 
customers?

● Is it helping you create a better 
customer?

● If shared with someone would they 
know exactly what to do?



WHY DO THEY MATTER?



WHAT IS THE EXPECTED 
RESULT?



WHAT OUTCOME WILL THIS 
ACHIEVE?



GOALS...

● It’s about the WHAT and not the 
HOW

 

● Goals are MILESTONES on the way 
to a result or outcome?

● Goal is also (SMART) specific, 
measurable, attainable, relevant 
and time bound?
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GOALS IMPORTANCE RESULT OUTCOME
Example:
Get all project 
stakeholders in a room 
to agree project 
deadline

Example:
Need to get all people 
aligned so that we can 
allocate resources more 
effectively. 

Example:
To have 100% 
agreement from all 
stakeholders with their 
commitment to keep 
the deadline.

Example:
This will allow us to 
more effectively 
manage everyone’s 
time and reduced cost 
to delivery of the 
project.
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Criteria for outcomes

● Do the goals help you achieve what 
you want most with your customers?

 

● Is it helping you create a better 
customer?

● Is it aligned back to your corporate 
strategy?
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Workbook!
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NOTES:

GOALS IMPORTANCE RESULT OUTCOME

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

Goal 3:
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PLAYBOOK FIVE:
STRATEGY

Strategy is the bridge that 
connects goals to specific 
outcomes. It will provide 
clarity and accountability 
on the route to achieving 

your goals.



RICHARD RUMELT
“Good strategy works by focusing 
energy and resources on one, or a 
very few, pivotal objectives whose 
accomplishment will lead to a 
cascade of favorable outcomes.”

Richard Rumelt - Professor of 
Business & Society at the University 
of California



WHAT ARE THE ROOT 
CHALLENGES TO 

ACHIEVING EACH GOAL?



Core Policy

● Needs to create an advantage:
-What’s the advantage we want?

● Needs to bring focus
-Where do we need to focus on?

● Needs to help align resources
-What resources do we need?



MVR - Minimal Viable 
Resource
This is any specific person 
(influencer/expertise), 
materials, agreements, tools 
that you would need to 
execute on the strategy

IVR - Ideal Viable 
Resource
This is the exact people 
(influencers/expertise), 
materials, agreements, tools 
that you would need to execute 
on the strategy
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What almost everyone thinks about. We 
can overestimate and undervalue the 
resources we have when we only think 
about ‘ideal’ resources available to us.

What almost no one thinks about. 
Consider this as a first option of 
conversation when considering 
strategy and team conversations





GOALS CHALLENGE POLICY STRATEGY
EXAMPLE: 

2.4 million by end of March 
2019 (currently 25% into 
target)

EXAMPLE: 
Do not have a CRM that can 
help map the different life cycle 
stages of potential customers so 
we can tailor our response.

EXAMPLE: 
Speak with specialists in the 
business to understand the 
unique stages of a client.

Speak with consultants to 
understand the core fears, goals, 
desires and outcomes of my 
ideal customer contact so we 
can map buying triggers and 
stages.

EXAMPLE: 
Create a visual opportunity 
timeline to ensure no missed 
opportunities using 
specialists

Create buying criteria 
triggers for each service line 
and people. Understand the 
context, psychology and 
natural next step for the 
customer. 
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Workbook!
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NOTES:

CHALLENGE POLICY STRATEGY

Strategy 1:

Strategy 2:

Strategy 3:
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PLAYBOOK SIX:
TEAM

Good harnessing of 
collaboration helps you 

get work done better, 
faster and with greater 

group benefits.



IA GROUP...
“Collaboration is the ability to harness 
the skills, expertise and intellect of 
two or more people to a common 
purpose to achieve better and 
greater results together. ”



Who’s on your team?



HOW DO YOU BUILD TEAM 
TODAY?



Harnessing your team

● What is this person really good at? 
(their superpower/core expertise)

● Where are their strongest 
relationships?

● What do they care about the most?

● What would their role be and for 
what timeframe?



Workbook!
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NOTES:

TEAM ROLE WHY THEM

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners

Colleagues:

Client:

Stakeholders/Partners
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RECAP
Bringing all the learning 

together to execute 
effectively and 

consistently with any 
account



IA GROUP...
“The Playbook is the filter for any 
execution you will do daily, weekly or 
monthly until completed ”



ASSUMPTIONS CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING GOALS STRATEGY TEAM

What do you know?

They are hard to reach

Have strong gatekeepers

Travel often

Where is your customer 
today?
We are in the implementation 
phase of large project
Objectives
They want to deliver rapid 
cloud services to their 
customers
Needs
Greater communication from 
us and technical team

Risks
Have not built enough 
credibility with CEO and 
CTO - not seen as a 
valuable resource

Goal 1
To build credibility and 
value with CEO and 
CTO

Strategy 1
Connect on LinkedIn and 
create specific reports 
valuable to their business.

Colleagues
Enlist snr relationships 
internally
Client
Get info from main client 
champion
S/holders & Partners
Look at other partners on 
LinkedIn to see if they are 
connected to CEO or CTO

What don’t you know?

What they value most

What exceptions they 
make to taking calls

Where their strongest 
relationships are

Goals
To build a roadmap for cloud
Feelings
Anxious about on time 
delivery because we’ve had 
delays in the past

Known
...We have current 
service support 
agreements over 5 years 
but have not been 
involved in higher level 
strategy conversations

Goal 2
To raise visibility of 
service successes.

Strategy 2
Speak with project owners in 
the business and ask if we 
can share successes 
publically in the business. 
Deliver joint presentation.

Colleagues
Enlist snr relationships 
internally
Client
Work with project leaders
S/holders & Partners
Go back to stakeholders we 
worked successfully with

What do you need to 
know?
What matters most to them 
and best communication 
method to reach them

What is the natural next 
step?
...Work with technical delivery 
team to improve 
communication with client. 
Then coordinate with client to 
workshop cloud roadmap

Unknown
...There are key future 
implications to service 
that we have 
communicated around 
end user service support. 
That impact future 
profitability of the 
business.

Goal 3
To have proposal seen 
by CEO and CTO of 
future  opportunities to 
deliver.

Strategy 3
Identify other senior 
stakeholders below CEO & 
CTO. Present to them with 
view to influence up.

Colleagues
Enlist snr relationships 
internally
Client
Work with senior leaders
S/holders & Partners
...

Customer Account: ACME LTD Customer Outcome: To grow project revenue w/ CEO and CTO by 25% in the next 12 months 



For support or questions on work or documentation together please contact our team 
support@jermaineedwards.com

Jermaine Edwards
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